
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Sun. 7 Jan. 2024 

Compiled Sun. 7 Jan. 2024 12:01 am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret, 

Journalist, Author: ―Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her 

Twenty Two Multiple Personalities 

 

On Wed. 10 Jan. The World is Going Asset-Backed, All 210 Countries. 

…Charlie Ward 

 

Crimes Against Children Will Unite the World.  

Over 1,000 children were rescued by the White Hats from underground tunnels beneath 

Roosevelt Island New York before they were blown up last Tues. 2 Jan 2024, causing what was 

reported to be earthquakes.  

“The FBI and the Justice Department have become vicious monsters controlled by radical-left 

scoundrels, lawyers and the media, who tell them what to do and when to do it. They’re trying to 

silence me and more importantly, they are trying to silence you. But we will not be silenced.” 

…President Donald J. Trump Fri. 5 Jan. 2024 

 

It’s only wise to have at least a three week supply of food, water, cash and essential items on 

hand to help yourself and others. 

"Battle Hymn of the Republic" w/ the Mormon Tabernacle Choir LIVE from West Point | West 

Point Band - YouTube 

Andrea Bocelli, Sarah Brightman - Time To Say Goodbye (HD) - YouTube 

 

Judy Note: 

 The Deep State Cabal Illuminati Khazarian Mafia companies of Vanguard, 

Blackrock and State Street were the largest shareholders of S&P 500 companies. They 

owned 88%, so had complete control over everything. 

 Jan. 2024 the McDonalds food franchise, which is owned by the Cabal/ Khazarian 

Mafia, has lost a legal battle with Chef Jamie Oliver, ―The food they sell is not fit to be 

digested,‖ he said in Court. The McDonald family, known to be high up figures in the 

Cabal, has been accused of using human meat in their hamburgers. In 2021 human meat 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yAqNe-m0a8s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yAqNe-m0a8s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4L_yCwFD6Jo


and bits of children‘s teeth were found in McDonald‘s hamburgers in Japan and a human 

meat chop shop that serviced McDonalds was discovered in Oklahoma. The results of 

2021 US FDA and FBI investigations have failed to be released. Of course, the Cabal 

owned Google ―fact checkers‖ have tried to disprove the charges. FBI finds remains of 

many people at McDonalds meat supplier: - 12160 Social Network McDonalds Chain 

Closing Globally: Human Meat, Body Parts Found in Food? | Crime All-Stars | Before 

It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Fri. 5 Jan. Obama, Schwab Deep State Cabal Hidden Agenda of Blackouts, Cyber 

Attacks: The Hidden Agenda Behind the 2024 U.S. Blackout & Cyber-attacks, (Obama, 

Schwab, HAARP, EMP, Cheyenne Mountain, White Hats) Military is the Only Way! - 

American Media Group (amg-news.com) 

 CIA Blackmail of Political and Global Elites is over with unsealing of Epstein 

Documents. The Deep State can now face Military Tribunals for Treason, along with 

collapse of the Khazarian Mafia, Rothschilds Central Banks. ALERT! The Blackmail 

Curtain Falls: Epstein Files Unsealed, Elite Exodus, CIA Collapse, Khazarian Mafia, 

Rothschilds G7 Central Banks – BLACKMAIL IS OVER - American Media Group 

(amg-news.com) 

 Fri. 5 Jan. Arrest and Prosecution of Obama for War Crimes and Treason: GITMO: 

Where They Go One, They Go All To Tribunal – Arrest and Criminal Prosecution of 

Barack Obama For War Crimes – Obama The Only Guy With a Nobel Peace Prize And a 

―Kill List‖ . . . - American Media Group (amg-news.com) 

 Where Have the Elite Gone? 

The Clintons haven‘t returned to America since they left on December 29, 2023. 

The Obama family hasn't made any public statements since December. 

Leon Black, the billionaire investor linked to Jeffrey Epstein, packed his bags and left 

New York with his wife. 

Alexander Soros hasn't tweeted anything since December. 

Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin was hospitalized. 

King Charles III has faced calls to abdicate and pass the throne to Prince William less 

than a year after his coronation. 

If you were reading this Update on, or from Operation Disclosure Official, be aware that the 

information has been redacted. For a complete un-redacted version, see a PDF copy at the end of 

the Update on Operation Disclosure Official, or read an un-redacted version on the Rumor Mill 

Website. 

A. Rumored Possible Timeline: 

 On Tues. 26 Dec. 2024 GESARA was softly announced publicly to select media outlets 

through the Starlink Satellite system, which made it legal. GESARA has started between 
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all governments worldwide. NESARA is now liquid under the USN. The money is 

flowing 

 Mon. 1 Jan. The RV occurred for Iraq; the new in-country Iraqi Dinar rate was being 

used in-country in Iraq, while the fiat US Federal Dollar was banned from the country. 

 Fri. Midnight EST 5 Jan was the End of the Deep State. …Trump Database on 

Telegram 

 Sun. Midnight EST 7 Jan. to Mon. 8 Jan. The lockdown for disclosure will begin and 

last for a couple of weeks. …Alexa 

 Midnight EST Sun. 7 Jan. to Mon. 8 the disclosure block will begin and last for a few 

weeks. …Wolverine 

 On Mon. 8 Jan. the banks will have the codes and from there to Fri. 12 Jan. is the 

window. …Charlie Ward 

 Wed. 10 Jan. The World is going asset-backed, all 210 countries. …Charlie Ward 

 Thurs. 11 Jan. formal public announcement of NESARA, GESARA. 

 Tues. 16 Jan. 2024 new Basel 3 Capital requirements being implemented.   

 Wed. 17 Jan. formal public announcement of the new gold/asset-backed US Note. 

 By Tues. 30 Jan. countries across the Globe would be fully integrated into the Quantum 

Financial System. 

B. Global Currency Reset: 

 Sat. evening 6 Jan. Charlie Ward: Intel for you Wolvie! The whole world is going 

asset backed on Wed. 10 Jan, all 210 countries. In America 43 states are asset-backed, 

with 7 to go. Europe is gold backed already, including the UK. This is different to being a 

part of BRICS on a different operating system ―QFS.‖ 

 Sat. 6 Jan. question from Wolverine to Isaac: Are you optimistic for you call on 

Tuesday? 

Issac: Yes I am. Last thing they told me is we are close for advances on German Bonds. 

We will have a QFS Account you will manage all from there. It is like an account in a 

cloud and only you have the codes to move and do whatever you want. I can tell you that 

in several banks in Europe, private ones, the big Whales will put the money and amazing 

things will happen there. After German Bonds comes Dragon Bonds and then come the 

others: first Tier 3, then Tier4a, then Tier4b (Us, the Internet Group). 

C. Sat. late evening 6 Jan. Wolverine:  

 They have just confirmed that RIGHT NOW the Secretary of the Treasury is in Reno 

finalizing the efforts to launch the final phase of the Pre-Revaluation process.  

 On Mon. 8 Jan. the banks will have the codes and from there to Fri. 12 Jan. is the 

window. 



 From my Swiss Business Partner Luciano Pardo: "Received from a contact in Italy: 

All RV liquidity releases (bondholders, tiers A, B, fines and penalties, CMKX, farm 

claims, prosperity packages) are expected to take place this weekend.  

 Midnight EST Sun. 7 Jan. to Mon. 8 the disclosure block will begin and last for a few 

weeks. 

 Thursday, January 11: Official public announcement from NESARA, GESARA. 

 Wednesday, January 17: Official public announcement of the new US asset/gold-

backed banknote. 

 By Tuesday, January 30: countries around the world will be fully integrated into the 

quantum financial system.‖ 

 “The final code will enter simultaneously into all Redemption Centers around the 

world.  

 The call will begin on Monday, January 8. I don't know that they have given specific 

time slots for each group of sellers. 

 Guys, get ready for greatest transfer of wealth on the planet. Everything is as I 

received yesterday. Everything is better and better. We are waiting for the start of the 

new week.  

 Waiting for Dinar to go international, which may be just about now.  

 Bonds looking beautiful.  

 There are some Whales that got paid, I know I was on the live call when that 

happened. Incredible news again. Lots of movement in Reno. I know AAA High Level 

Whales who were traveling to Reno to get paid and some Whales have been paid. 

 Get ready. I have absolutely faith in God. I am convinced, more than ever now, than 

things will start at the beginning of this new week.  

 Let’s pray that this news does not change course. If something of value comes 

through, I will let you know. 

 I wish I could tell you more, but it is confidential. What info I got was official. It is 

happening.‖ 

 

 Thurs. 4 Jan. Bruce: Two sources say Tier4b (Us, the Internet Group) notification 

would happen any time between now and Monday 8 Jan. Late this afternoon one 

source said all RV releases started this weekend – Bond Holders, Tiers A,B, Fines and 

Penalties, CMKX, Farm Claims, Prosperity Packages, etc. 

 For some time the Iraqi Dinar has been trading upward on the back screens of the 

Forex. By Jan. 1 2024 the new Dinar in-country Rate was revalued and being used 

within Iraq, while the fiat US Federal Dollar was outlawed in the country. 

 Sat. 6 Jan. NDA BOMBSHELL: HUMANITARIANS FORCED TO SIGN AT 

REDEMPTION CENTER APPOINTMENTS! (rumormillnews.com) 

D. Global Financial Crisis: 

https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=234696
https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=234696


 BRICS to eliminate US Inc. Fiat Dollar Financial System in 2024: 

https://twitter.com/BRICSinfo/status/1743657170296553501?t=KG3uPChS6gu1xASUfc

6L_g&s=19 

 Mortgage demand plummets again despite drop in interest rates. 

 Putin Eyes Larger Role in International Monetary System: 

https://watcher.guru/news/brics-putin-eyes-larger-role-in-international-monetary-system 

E. Restored Republic: 

Sat. 6 Jan. Ariel https://x.com/prolotario1/status/1743820469214585068?s=46 

 The Primaries Are Dangerous: The Marked Man. Forget Donald Trump becoming the 

president. Being the candidate will be the end of the Deep State. They cannot afford this. 

 Here is why: 

No funding for Israel. 

No funding for Ukraine. 

No funding for Rothschilds. 

No funding for Khazarians. 

 Why do you think they want him off the ballot? Why do you think they are trying to 

speed up the Jack Smith special counsel? Why do you think they are trying to force feed 

us Nikki Haley? Why do you think they are still trying to blow air in the deflating Ron 

DeSantis balloon that they apparently don't know has holes in it. They are trying to go 

around the same block hoping they can run into a GOP candidate that is not D. Trump. 

 And what just came out? The Jeffrey Epstein Files. Do you know how much more 

severe this situation is for the Deep State? Think about their blow horns in the media that 

are now on the chopping block of public opinion about who else was on the island. Look 

how worried Whoopi Goldberg was trying to explain how she has no connection to J. 

Epstein. The Obamas are quiet. The Clintons are quite. The media is in a quagmire. 

Because now their news scripts are not equipped to deal with the surprise factor in this 

entire scenario. They are having a hard time spinning this narrative away from any 

further investment into these files. What do they have left before March 23rd? False 

Flags? Mass shootings? Train accidents? Warehouse explosions? Floodings? 

Assassination? 

 Because this is the card that must be played well before November 2024 if they 

happen to pull off something on the level of a 9/11 that will get the world's attention.  

 Russia has basically defeated Volodymyr Zelenskyy. Think of the Peace Deal. 

 Benjamin Netanyahu has no support for further military offensives in Ukraine.  

 When he is desperate to continue despite nations calling for a ceasefire you know the 

Cabal desperately needs something to stall or outright stop the upcoming primaries. 

 Think about when Donald Trump stated he wanted to turn public executions into 

reality television as stated he would like to have the federal government use the firing 

https://twitter.com/BRICSinfo/status/1743657170296553501?t=KG3uPChS6gu1xASUfc6L_g&s=19
https://twitter.com/BRICSinfo/status/1743657170296553501?t=KG3uPChS6gu1xASUfc6L_g&s=19
https://watcher.guru/news/brics-putin-eyes-larger-role-in-international-monetary-system
https://x.com/prolotario1/status/1743820469214585068?s=46


squad, hanging, or even the guillotine when it puts people to death. 

google.com/amp/s/verdict. People, who do you think he was referring to? Liberal media? 

J. Epstein clients? The B. Obama administration? 

 Think about the spying. Do you know that is treason which begets executions right? 

 Do you know people are staring down the barrel of a double barrel sawed-off 

shotgun right now with D. Trump on the loose?  

 This is why everyone needs to prepare for everything you think will happen later in the 

fall months. We do not have that luxury anymore. 

 The Dark Judge told you. LitecoinBull told you. PeckerwQQd told you. 

 People, the DOJ just announced that they will go after anyone who was even around 

the Jan-6 incident. Do you know how insane this is? I hope you know this is the weeping 

and gnashing of teeth part of the show. They are throwing everything at the wall right 

now. 

F. The Cabal Deep State Illuminati: Real News for Real Patriots from the Judy Byington 

Report—Part 39 | Ellis Washington Report 

 In 1823, the Rothschilds took over all financial dealings of the Catholic Church and the 

Vatican.  

 This would explain how the Gestapo wing of the Catholic Church (e.g., the Jesuits) 

have had their dark, hidden hand in fomenting world wars and false flag conflicts among 

the Nations. Pope Francis is the first Jesuit Pope in history! 

 The Rothschild Khazarian Mafia’s first efforts to use Machiavellian tactics to fund 

both sides of every war began with the American Revolution (1775-83) and the French 

Revolution (1789-99), which the Rothschild Central Bankers not only funded, but 

fomented or used their vast wealth to create hatred, economic chaos and warmongering 

among the Nations!  

 For further research see Professor Ellis Washington, J.D.’s essay: A Brief History of the 

Rothschild Khazarian Mafia (1200-1913)—Part II. 

 As part of the Cabal’s 'C40 Cities' initiative—which has ties to the World Economic 

Forum—mayors in almost 100 cities around the world have set themselves the 

"ambitious target" of zero meat or dairy consumption, and zero private vehicles by 2030, 

"to save the planet" 

 AGENDA 2030: In 1873 the US government killed 1.5 million buffalo to starve natives 

so they‘d be more dependent on the US government. Now governments all over the 

world are killing livestock to "meet climate goals". 

G. The Real News for Sun. 7 Jan. 2024: 

 Fri. 5 Jan. Deep State Military Coup: URGENT! MILITARY INTEL: Deep State 

Military Coup Against Trump, Military Operations, Earthquake Wars, DARPA, CIA, 
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HAARP, DNC, White Hats and The Great Awakening - American Media Group (amg-

news.com) 

 PROJECT BLUE BEAM: Operation Paperclip scientist Wernher von Braun‘s former 

assistant Carol Rosin says that von Braun explained to her their final play."The last card 

they play will be the alien card, and it's all a lie" …Wernher von Braun 

 Sat. 6 Jan. Trump to release evidence that CIA Assassinated JFK: 

https://thepeoplesvoice.tv/trump-vows-to-release-evidence-proving-cia-assassinated-jfk/ 

 The American Medical Association has decided the gender of a child should not be on a 

birth certificate as they apparently can‘t figure it out until the child tells them. 

 Sat. 6 Jan. Tornado ripping through Fort Lauderdale, Florida. 

 Why is the Resident Biden administration and the Democrat Party so heavily 

invested in wantonly breaking U.S. Constitutional law (that they all swore a sacred oath 

to God and to all U.S. citizens to uphold at threat of being charged with TREASON and 

SEDITION), to push policies that bring millions of illegal immigrants into America with 

no fear of the Courts or the Rule of Law? Answer: C-O-N-T-R-O-L. …Professor Ellis 

Washington, J.D. 

 Fri. 5 Jan. Watching, Waiting, Winning: President Donald Trump Posted this MUST 

WATCH Video on Truth Social This Morning, Following the Massive Exposure of Deep 

State Pedophilia - American Media Group (amg-news.com) 

 Honduras plans penal colony in Caribbean for 2,000 MS-13 gang members, dubbed 

The New Devil‘s Island. https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-12316007/The-new-

Devils-Island-Honduras-plans-penal-colony-Caribbean-2-000-MS-13-gang-

members.html.  

 The founder of the group behind the lawsuit removing President Trump from the 

Colorado Ballot reveals their largest donor is George Soros. 

 Unelected globalist technocrat, Bill Gates, at COP 28: "The issue of food systems and 

how with climate change, a lot of farmers aren't able to grow their crops, which is a 

tragedy for them. We'll talk about using innovation to absolutely solve that problem." 

Globalist doublespeak translation: Due to our deliberate war on farmers, a lot of 

farmers aren't able to grow their crops, which is a blessing for us, because it allows us to 

replace traditional agriculture with insect farms and fake meat laboratories, and assume 

total control of the global food supply, under the pretext of tackling "climate change". 

 Bill Gates has been releasing genetically modified mosquitoes into the world. 

 A former Canadian secret intelligence service Intel officer testified about Justin 

Trudeau: "We can prove every federal government, from Mr. Mulroney to Mr. Trudeau, 

has been compromised by an agent of communist China. Every government was 

infiltrated by agents of influence acting on behalf of the Chinese government. Not only 

the sitting government has been compromised, but all federal political parties have been 

compromised.‖ 
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H. International Child Sex Trafficking, Organ and Adrenochrome Harvesting Ring Run 

Out of the Vatican and housed in China’s Three Gorges Dam in the 1500 mile tunnel that 

runs between the Vatican and Jerusalem: 

 Biden Hiding Evidence of Epstein Child Abuse: https://www.newstarget.com/2024-01-

05-biden-hiding-evidence-epstein-intelligence-child-abuse.html 

 In court document Virginia Giuffre described Prince Andrew sexually assaulting her. 

 The Tues. 2 Jan. 2024 Richter Earthquake in New York was actually the destruction 

of underground tunnels under Roosevelt Island after over 1,000 severely abused children 

had been rescued by the White Hats. 

 Roseanne Barr takes the stage in Hialeah: ―Aren‘t we all tired of the DEEP STATE 

BULLSH*T?‖: https://youtube.com/shorts/s06OB8ZhJTo?si=SEZseV9RVXrlSl6O 

I. Covid/ Ebola/ Swine Flu/ Polio/ Small Pox/ BSE/ Zika/ Sars/ Monkey Pox/ AIDs/ Vax/ 

H1N1/ Graphene Oxide/ Chem trails/ Fluoride, Processed Foods, Human Clones Hoaxes: 

 Sat. 6 Jan. Pfizer announced that they will continue experimenting with three "covid" 

death shots on children from 6 months old to under 5 years old. 

 Fri. 5 Jan. Tucker Carlson: "17 million deaths from the COVID vax?" Bret Weinstein 

tells Tucker Carlson: "I saw a credible estimate of something like 17 million deaths 

globally." 

 Only The Vaccinated Died During The 1918 Spanish Flu — History is a Lie. 

 Veterans Run for Congress to Hold Defense Dept. Accountable Over Covid 

Mandates: https://justthenews.com/politics-policy/elections/veterans-run-congress-hold-

defense-department-accountable-over-covid 

 'Full on antivax'? FDA chief calls old COVID vaccines useless to juice boosters, 

stunning doctors: https://justthenews.com/government/federal-agencies/full-antivax-fda-

chief-calls-old-covid-vaccines-useless-juice-boosters 

 Prof. Dr. Arne Burkhardt, a German pathologist, presents an unsettling slide show 

revealing that in vaccinated males, the spike protein from the COVID vaccine has 

entirely replaced their sperm. 

 Doctors by the Hundreds Testify of CV-19 Vaccine Hoax | Politics | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) 

 Pfizer stopped testing their COVID Vaccine on animals because their test animals kept 

dying. 

 Covid Nurse Speaks Out: ‗Our hospitals are full of health professionals with no 

backbone who won‘t do the right thing. I would not take a family member to hospital.‘ 

Oh, and in 10 yrs she‘d seen 2 Guillain-Barré syndrome patients. Post jab rollout she saw 

4 in a week. 

 The ingredient in Chemo Therapy is mustard gas – another poison these psychos 

market as beneficial. 
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 "The Pfizer vaccine is contaminated with plasmid DNA, it's not just mRNA, it‘s got 

bits of DNA in it." - Professor Phillip Buckhaults, Phd in Biochemistry and Molecular 

Biology. He does cancer genomics research at the University of South Carolina. 

 Meta being sued federally for intentionally harming minors with their platforms (FB & 

IG). 

J. Wars and Rumors of Wars: 

 Sat. 6 Jan. North Korea fired over 200 artillery shells toward a South Korean island. 

Local media said South Korea later fired 400 rounds in a live-fire drill, AP reported. 

https://www.msn.com/en-za/news/world/north-and-south-korea-fire-hundreds-of-

artillery-shells-along-tense-sea-border/ar-AA1mw4hi 

 Sat. 6 Jan. Hezbollah Attacks Israel: 

https://twitter.com/AlertChannel/status/1743619671578866107?t=9U_9wdBskMphV421

0B-KxQ&s=19 

 Mossad spies arrested in Turkey. Turkish intelligence services destroyed an entire 

network - 33 people associated with Israeli intelligence were detained. 

K. Election Fraud: https://x.com/kanekoathegreat/status/1742670648433090764?s=46 

 The presence of a “QR code mismatch” error within the Dominion tabulators that 

systematically undercounts votes was found in 65 out of 67 Georgia counties where 

records were available. The error was present in system log files for tabulators used in 

elections in 2020, 2021, and 2022. 

 The election results in Georgia in 2020 are not only unreliable, but were electronically 

altered, and are unsupported by the state‘s own election records. The appearance of tens 

of thousands of unconfirmed ballots in subsequent hand and machine counts suggest 

reconciliation happened after the Election, meaning after it was clear what margins were 

needed to win.  

 Fulton County election officials admitted in early 2021 they do not engage in any 

reconciliation until weeks after Election Day. This means the number of voters showing 

up at the polls during each day of voting is not checked with the number of ballots 

tabulated each day, a basic process to ensure the number of ballots and voters match, and 

cannot be manipulated later.  

 “We can’t start reconciling that until usually a couple days before certification,” 

said then-Fulton County Elections Director Richard Barron, during a January 2021 Board 

meeting. ―Because we have to get that report from KnowInk. I think KnowInk sends 

those to the state or KnowInk sends those directly to us. But those aren‘t compiled then, 

on Election night. So we don‘t have any way to balance those then. That‘s like the post-

election process that we do.‖ 

L. Epstein Document Releases: 

https://www.msn.com/en-za/news/world/north-and-south-korea-fire-hundreds-of-artillery-shells-along-tense-sea-border/ar-AA1mw4hi
https://www.msn.com/en-za/news/world/north-and-south-korea-fire-hundreds-of-artillery-shells-along-tense-sea-border/ar-AA1mw4hi
https://twitter.com/AlertChannel/status/1743619671578866107?t=9U_9wdBskMphV4210B-KxQ&s=19
https://twitter.com/AlertChannel/status/1743619671578866107?t=9U_9wdBskMphV4210B-KxQ&s=19
https://x.com/kanekoathegreat/status/1742670648433090764?s=46


Judy Note: The Epstein Document release isn‘t just about Elites having parties and going on 

vacation. It‘s about Epstein and Maxwell Blackmailing those powerful Elites to do Cabal Deep 

State bidding through a Child Sex Trafficking Ring, the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children 

including Child Sacrifice, Adrenochrome Harvesting and Pedophilia run out of the Vatican. It‘s 

about Child Torture and Treason. 

 Clinton Foundation Bankrolled Epstein, Maxwell: 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-12932491/hillary-clinton-bill-epstein-

documents-finance-ghislaine-maxwell.html 

 Fri. 5 Jan. ALERT! The Blackmail Curtain Falls: Epstein Files Unsealed, Elite Exodus, 

CIA Collapse, Khazarian Mafia, Rothschilds G7 Central Banks – BLACKMAIL IS 

OVER - American Media Group (amg-news.com) 

 In 2020 After Price Andrew Was Exposed Alongside Epstein For Having Sex w/ 

Underage Children Protestors Gathered At Buckingham Palace Chanting Pedophile, 

Pedophile, Pedophile! The media covered it up. Big Tech silences everyone who shared 

the videos. Most local residents still have no idea this took place.  Just like always, 

everyone associated with Jeffrey Epstein & Ghislaine Maxwell are shielded by the media. 

Prince Andrew has official been named in the newly released Epstein documents so when 

is the accountability? Where is the accountability for this who shielded him and everyone 

else on the list? 

 Sat. 6 Jan. Bioclandestine on Telegram: For those who have not figured out Trump‘s 

affiliation with Epstein, allow me to explain. Trump is the one who exposed Epstein in 

2008, hence why all of DC fears him. Trump is Epstein‘s #1 enemy. Epstein was running 

a blackmail operation. He was seeking out the most powerful people on Earth, to 

compromise and control them. He tried to get Trump, but Trump did not bite. Trump 

banned Epstein from his properties in 2008, for hitting on the teenage daughter of a club 

member at Mar-a-Lago. Then a couple months later, Epstein pled guilty to State criminal 

charges in Florida, for paying for sexual services from a 14 year old girl. See the 

timeline? Epstein, tried to get close to Trump to compromise him, Trump found out 

Epstein was a sicko, then Trump helped turn him in to local police. But eventually the 

Clinton-controlled FBI intervened, and Epstein was let off the hook. The Deep State have 

been coming after Trump ever since. Why? Because if Epstein is exposed, then all of DC 

goes down due to the blackmail Epstein possessed on the top players in DC. Hence why 

Clinton barged into Vanity Fair and threatened them not to write stories about Epstein. 

The Clintons told the MSM to bury the story. Then when Trump got into office, he 

dedicated his administration to stopping human-trafficking WORLDWIDE via multiple 

executive orders, seized Epstein‘s island, and then arrested Epstein and his accomplices 

in 2019. Executive Order 13773 (see attached), is an EO literally dedicated to taking out 

Epstein‘s international child sex-trafficking operation. ―Transnational Criminal 

Organizations and Preventing International Trafficking‖. February 9th, 2017. 

HELLOOOOO that‘s literally Epstein‘s entire operation. Trump used Executive Power to 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-12932491/hillary-clinton-bill-epstein-documents-finance-ghislaine-maxwell.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-12932491/hillary-clinton-bill-epstein-documents-finance-ghislaine-maxwell.html
https://amg-news.com/alert-the-blackmail-curtain-falls-epstein-files-unsealed-elite-exodus-cia-collapse-khazarian-mafia-rothschilds-g7-central-banks-blackmail-is-over/
https://amg-news.com/alert-the-blackmail-curtain-falls-epstein-files-unsealed-elite-exodus-cia-collapse-khazarian-mafia-rothschilds-g7-central-banks-blackmail-is-over/
https://amg-news.com/alert-the-blackmail-curtain-falls-epstein-files-unsealed-elite-exodus-cia-collapse-khazarian-mafia-rothschilds-g7-central-banks-blackmail-is-over/


stop Epstein, only A MONTH into his presidency. It was one of the first things Trump 

did. So for those of you that were hoping to see Trump implicated in Epstein‘s 

criminality, you will remain disappointed. Because not only is Trump NOT one of 

Epstein‘s clients, he is the main individual who exposed the entire thing. Trump is 

Epstein‘s #1 enemy, and you all were brainwashed to hate him for that very reason. 

 Partial list of Elites named in Epstein Documents who likely face charges of 

Pedophilia and/or Treason: Pope Francis, Prince Andrew (76 times), Jimmy Kimmel, 

Bill Clinton (73 times), Hillary Clinton (36 times), Tom Hanks, Steven Spielberg, 

Stephen Colbert, John Legend, Chrissy Teigen, Leonardo DiCaprio, Cameron Diaz, Cate 

Blanchett, Kevin Spacey, Stephen Hawkin, Oprah Winfrey, Bruce Willis, Alan 

Dershowitz (137 times), Hyatt Hotels Executive Chairman Thomas Pritzker, Ellen 

Degenerous, Michelle Obama, Rachel Maddow, Joe Biden, Bruce Willis, Paris Hilton, 

Whoopie Goldberg, Anderson Cooper, Drew Barrymore, George Clooney, John Travolta, 

Madonna, Prince Charles, Stephen Spielberg, Charlie Sheen, Demi Moore, Jim Carrey, 

Kathy Griffin, Miley Cyrus, Robert DeNiro, Alan Dershowitz, Jimmy Kimmel, Former 

Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Barak accused of raping Epstein victim. 

M. JEFFREY EPSTEIN:  

 A top model who jumped to her death from her Wall Street apartment building had 

previously been one of the teen girls flown to Jeffrey Epstein‘s private island, newly 

unsealed court documents show. Ruslana Korshunova, featured in ads for Marc Jacobs, 

DKNY, Vera Wang, and Nina Ricci perfume, was just 18 when she was a passenger on 

the since-deceased pedophile‘s so-called Lolita Express on June 7, 2006, previously 

released flight logs show. 

 The trip to Epstein’s Little St. James was almost exactly two years before the Kazakh-

Russian beauty signed to IMG leaped to her death from her ninth-floor balcony. Her ex-

boyfriend told The Post at the time that the model had problems that she kept ―bottled 

up.‖ Korshunova‘s trip to Epstein‘s island was just weeks before the moneyman was 

arrested in 2006 and later convicted of sex with underage girls. He was listed as being 

with her on the flight, along with three of his staffers: Bodyguard Igor Zinoviev, personal 

chef Lance Calloway, and longtime assistant Sarah Kellen. There was also a woman 

identified as Stephanie Tidwell — and an unidentified former UFC fighter. 

 Several years after her tragic death, Epstein victim Virginia Giuffre‘s attorney emailed 

her asking whether she knew Korshunova, the latest documents unsealed Thursday show. 

―I think it‘s a long shot you would recognize her, but read the article I attached and then 

look at the pictures and see if you recognize her,‖ attorney Brad Edwards wrote in the 

newly unsealed 2011 email, attaching a link to a Newsweek report on the model‘s death. 

She was working with elite modeling agency IMG, which boasts clients like Heidi Klum 

and Kate Moss, at the time of her death. Heidi Klum and her friend Naomi Campbell 

were known procurers for the pedophile. Klum introduced her boyfriend Martin Kirsten 



to the disgraced financier, years before he was hired as the bodyguard for musician Chris 

Cornell, becoming the last man to see the rocker alive. 

N. Fellow Patriots, Join in the Fight for Our Freedoms and Help Save the Children: 

Donations Badly Needed 

The Cabal wanted to make Lahaina Maui into a SMART city, so they burned it to the ground. 

Right now there were 800 displaced homeowner victims of the Lahaina DEW Attack Fires who 

could use your help. Be careful where you donate. The Cabal likes to use disasters they created 

to steal your money. The Kingdom of Akua Foundation‘s Malama Lahaina Website is the only 

site dedicated to and run by the Hawaiian Native Peoples:  

Malama Lahaina - Pūpūkahi i Holomua  Donations (malamalahaina.org) 

 See the movie about Child Sex Trafficking “Sound of Freedom”: 
https://beforeitsnews.com/crime-all-stars/2023/10/sound-of-freedom-and-the-faces-of-evil-

2495274.html 

 Donate to Operation Underground Railroad – They’re Saving The Children End Child 

Trafficking | Operation Underground Railroad (ourrescue.org) https://ourrescue.org/give-

now 

O. Fri. 5 Jan. Cromar Filing Alleges Fraud Committed on Court, Use of Weaponized IRS 

“Ken and Barbie vs. Goliath IRS” Case Update: https://beforeitsnews.com/crime-all-

stars/2024/01/emergency-motion-to-set-aside-judgment-filed-for-ken-cromar-2495348.html 

Where‘s The Crime? FBI Arrests Cromar, IRS Confiscates His Home After He Proved in Court 

He Owed No Monies. | Crime All-Stars | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 On January 5
th

 2023 (Day 127 in a D.C. [Davis County Utah] jail Hell), Ken Cromar 

filed a stunning "Emergency Motion to Set Aside Judgment" because of newly 

discovered evidence that proves the Cromar‘s innocence and show that a fraud was 

committed on the court, by a conspiracy of individuals who were intent on illegally 

stealing the Cromar home and using a weaponized IRS to do it.  

 We believe this filing may be one of the best, comprehensive, simple to understand 

explanations we have written. Most will be shocked at the corruption of the IRS agents, 

and those who orchestrated the fraud, which stole Barbie & Ken‘s Dream Home and put 

Ken Cromar in jail. 

 We add this filing to the enormous number of filings already put before the public and 

court exposing Barbir & Ken‘s Battle with the Goliath IRS and pray that this may be the 

beginning of a miracle to turn this country around. 

Injustice Breeds Injustice – Our Two-Tier System of Justice – Cromar, Bundy & SCOTUS 

https://beforeitsnews.com/crime-all-stars/2023/12/injustice-breeds-injustice-our-two-tier-system-

of-justice-cromar-bundy-scotus-2495334.html 
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RICO Criminal Conspiracy Documented in DOJ/IRS Case Against Ken Cromar 

https://beforeitsnews.com/press-releases/2023/11/rico-criminal-conspiracy-documented-in-

dojirs-case-against-ken-cromar-3832991.html 

Motion for Discovery Reveals DOJ’s Colluded Conspiracy to Deny Constitutional Rights 

https://beforeitsnews.com/press-releases/2023/10/motion-for-discovery-reveals-dojs-colluded-

conspiracy-to-deny-constitutional-rights-3832969.html 

Objection to Protective Order Reveals Government’s Fear of the Court of Public Opinion 
https://beforeitsnews.com/press-releases/2023/10/objection-to-protective-order-reveals-

governments-fear-of-the-court-of-public-opinion-3832194.html 

DOJ Criminal Conspiracy Revealed at Status Hearing for Ken Cromar Added to Criminal 

Referral to JAG 
https://beforeitsnews.com/press-releases/2023/10/doj-criminal-conspiracy-revealed-at-status-

hearing-for-ken-cromar-added-to-criminal-referral-to-jag-3831965.html 

Three Letters of Support for Ken Cromar Reveal Harassment and Corruption 
https://beforeitsnews.com/press-releases/2023/10/three-letters-of-support-for-ken-cromar-reveal-

harassment-and-corruption-3831410.html 

DOJ – Miscarriage of Justice Through Smoke & Mirrors in Case Against Ken Cromar 
https://beforeitsnews.com/press-releases/2023/10/doj-miscarriage-of-justice-through-smoke-

mirrors-in-case-against-ken-cromar-3830847.html 

Reappearance of Judge Christine Johnson who was MIA following Failed Cromar 

Sentencing Hearing 
https://beforeitsnews.com/press-releases/2023/10/reappearance-of-judge-christine-johnson-who-

was-mia-following-the-failed-cromar-sentencing-hearing-3829875.html 

Ken & Barbie vs Goliath IRS – Hand Written Demand Filed For Ken 
https://beforeitsnews.com/press-releases/2023/10/ken-barbie-vs-goliath-irs-hand-written-

demand-filed-for-ken-3829345.html 

Day 31 of Ken Cromar's kidnapping by IRS/FBI Swat Team on False Charges 
https://beforeitsnews.com/press-releases/2023/09/day-31-of-ken-cromars-kidnapping-by-irsfbi-

swat-team-on-false-charges-3828929.html 

Documented Fraud in Former Utah Movie Producer Indictment Leads To Another DOJ 

Criminal Complaint/Referral 
https://beforeitsnews.com/press-releases/2023/09/new-indictment-against-ken-cromar-results-in-

another-doj-criminal-complaintreferral-3827799.html 

The Bundy Family - Mischaracterization Hides the Truth of States Rights and Government 

Overreach 
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https://beforeitsnews.com/crime-all-stars/2023/11/the-bundy-family-mischaracterization-hides-

the-truth-of-states-rights-and-government-overreach-2495296.html 

Where there is smoke, there is fire! 

Tom Fairbanks 

Intelligence Support Activity (ISA) 

Community Health Advocate 

Community Support Foundation 

Send Patriot Ken Cromar of “Barbie & Ken. vs. Goliath IRS” Case a postcard message of 

encouragement. He has had his home and all his possessions stolen by IRS SWAT Teams and 

been sitting in jail for 119 days without committing a crime – just because the illegal IRS wants 

to make an example of him. Send a white, pre-stamped postcard with hand-written complete 

return address only. Paul Cromar #567164 Davis County Jail P.O. Box 130 Farmington, UT 

84025-0130 

Donations for commissary and other needs can be made at: 

https://www.miraclesingodwetrust.com/contact/  (You will receive items as listed at this site for 

the contribution you make.) 

OR - Venmo to @Talmage-Cromar 

 

P. NESARA implements the following changes: 

Because President Clinton‘s clone had no interest in signing NESARA into law on October 10, 

2000; under orders from U.S. military generals, the elite Naval Seals and Delta Force stormed 

the White House and under gunpoint, forced Bill Clinton to sign NESARA. During this time 

Secret Service and White House security personnel were ordered to stand down, disarmed, and 

allowed to witness this event under a gag order. 

1. Zeros out all credit card, mortgage, and other bank debt due to illegal banking and government 

activities. This is the Federal Reserve‘s worst nightmare: a ―jubilee‖ or a forgiveness of debt. 

2. Abolishes the income tax. 

3. Abolishes the IRS. Employees of the IRS will be transferred into the US Treasury national 

sales tax area. 

4. Creates a 14% flat rate non-essential ‗new items only‘ sales tax revenue for the government. In 

other words food and medicine will not be taxed; nor will used items such as old homes. 

5. Increases benefits to senior citizens  

6. Returns Constitutional Law to all courts and legal matters. 

7. Reinstates the original Title of Nobility amendment. Hundreds of thousands of Americans 

under the control of foreign powers will lose their citizenship, be deported to other countries, and 

https://beforeitsnews.com/crime-all-stars/2023/11/the-bundy-family-mischaracterization-hides-the-truth-of-states-rights-and-government-overreach-2495296.html
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barred from reentry for the remainder of their life. And millions of people will soon discover 

their college degrees are now worthless paper. 

8. Establishes new Presidential and Congressional elections within 120 days after NESARA‘s 

announcement. The interim government will cancel all ―National Emergencies‖ and return us 

back to Constitutional Law. 

9. Monitors elections and prevents illegal election activities of special interest groups. 

10. Creates a new U.S. Treasury, ‗rainbow currency,‘ backed by gold, silver, and platinum 

precious metals, ending the bankruptcy of the United States initiated by Franklin Roosevelt in 

1933. 

11. Forbids the sale of American birth certificate records as chattel property bonds by the US 

Department of Transportation. 

12. Initiates new U.S. Treasury Bank System in alignment with Constitutional Law 

13. Eliminates the Federal Reserve System. During the transition period the Federal Reserve will 

be allowed to operate side by side of the U.S. Treasury for one year in order to remove all 

Federal Reserve notes from the money supply. 

14. Restores financial privacy 

15. Retrains all judges and attorneys in Constitutional Law. 

16. Ceases all aggressive, U.S. government military actions worldwide. 

17. Establishes peace throughout the world. 

18. Releases enormous sums of money for humanitarian purposes. 

19. Enables the release of over 6,000 patents of suppressed technologies that are being withheld 

from the public under the guise of national security, including free energy devices, antigravity, 

and sonic healing machines. 

Q. The Fall Of The Cabal, or the End Of The World As We Know It, plus Sequel to The 

Fall of the Cabal!: Crime, Murder, Money Laundering, Cartels, High Treason – all of which 

exists right under your nose, Janet Ossebaard and Cyntha Koeter https://t.me/Fall_of_the_Cabal  

Take a dive into a Rabbit Hole. This is not a conspiracy theory, but merely facts compiled over 

the course of the last 20 + years condensed into a three hour segment consisting of ten parts. Set 

your cognitive dissonance aside and open your mind to what has been hidden from you for the 

last century. If you are new to this type of research, be warned: It‘s not for the faint of heart. It 

deals with corruption, crimes, Satanic activities of the Elite, and people who we elect to run our 

World. In the end, you will be enlightened! 

https://t.me/Fall_of_the_Cabal
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Part 26 https://t.me/JustDudeChannel/26545 

Part 27 https://t.me/JustDudeChannel/29843 

Part 28 https://t.me/JustDudeChannel/29845 

R. Must Watch Videos: 

 Sat. 6 Jan. Situation Update: Judy Byington: SCOTUS to Rule on 2020 Election Fraud, 

Ruling Could Abolish Biden Regime, Martial Law Until New Elections.Special Intel 

Report 1/6/24 (Video) | Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Sat. 6 Jan. Benjamin Fulford: Explosive - Trump's Big Payback and Biden's End! Big 

Changes Incoming! (Video) | Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Sat. 6 Jan. What Happened in Miami? Reports of 8 10‘ creatures walking around inside 

and outside the mall-EPSTEIN - SURVIVOR WITNESSED HIM SHAPESHIFT 

DURING ABUSE (CLASSIFIED WITH JULIETTE BRYANT)-STRANGE THINGS 

ARE HAPPENING... | Free Energy | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Sat. 6 Jan. New Mel K: What They're NOT Telling You About the Epstein Files | 

Prophecy | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

S. Judy Note on Satanists in Your Neighborhood: Since 1990 I have been doing investigations 

on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the request of brave SRA Survivor-victims who were 

witnesses to and victims of pedophile, torture and murder crimes of Satanic leaders and their 

covens. During this time I have found Satanists implanted in law offices, local police, county 

sheriff's offices and all the way up to the Attorney General Offices in my state and others and 

then the carnage went on to the internationally organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out 

of the Vatican. 

There's certainly no help from US or other nation's government agencies, including the FBI or 

CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual 

abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations. 

To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or 

international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why 

local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily and on a regular basis, get away with 

the torture and murder of thousands of children – many times bred for the purpose without birth 

certificates, or identification. 

T. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two 

multiple personalities” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr. 

Colin Ross – Robert David Steele 

Judy Note: ―Twenty Two Faces‖ was out of print and thus the demand for used copies were 

very costly on Amazon and other book websites.  
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When I first obtained the interest for publication of the book from New York Literary Agents 

and editors of big publishing companies such as Penguin Putnam, the basis of the book – the 

Satanic Ritual Abuse of children and the CIA Mind Control Program – led to turn downs for 

publication from owners of big publishing companies. We all know the reason for that. 

Then a year or so after publication, my publisher Tate Publishing went out of business – which I 

believe had something to do with Jenny and I‘s appearance on the Dr. Phil Show. That was a 

whole other story having to do with the Hollywood crowd. 

When the White Hats get these evil followers and practitioners of Satanic worship under arrest I 

believe we will be free to publish a second edition. In the meantime look for a ―Twenty Two 

Faces‖ Website to come up on the new Starlink Satellite System.  

U. Jenny Hill's witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice - 

YouTube  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4 

WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped, 

tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed 

herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic 

Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan were organized from the US Inc's CIA, Queen 

Elizabeth's, Illuminati Banking families' and Vatican's Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult on down 

to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded by this same 

Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the process of 

being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored Republics of the 

world. It's no wonder that President Trump has stated, "These people are sick." 

V. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all about 

the Children 

It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and 

traumatized children who, in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite 

Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.  

The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to 

pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking 

Ring run by these global elites.  

Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from 

Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right 

next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives 

to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32 

mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs 

W. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and 

articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs


truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was 

rampant in our international society. 

The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do 

their own research and decide whether or not it was valid. 

I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several 

Dinar Websites and continue the Updates until they are no longer needed. I expect to be working 

with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you how much I have enjoyed getting to know 

you. You will remain in my heart forever. 

A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown; 

to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady 

who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the 

underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel 

on pedophilia to help us Save the Children. 

Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts 

and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all. 

Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the 

power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy 

Updates for the Week Prior: 

(NEED TO KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF SATURDAY 6 

JANUARY 2024 (THE UN-REDACTED VERSION) https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-

bin/forum.cgi?read=234692  Restored Republic via a GCR as of January 6, 2024 | Operation 

Disclosure Official 

 

(NEED TO KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF FRIDAY 5 

JANUARY 2024 (THE UN-REDACTED VERSION) https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-

bin/forum.cgi?read=234635  Restored Republic via a GCR as of January 5, 2024 | Operation 

Disclosure Official 

(NEED TO KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF THURSDAY 4 

JANUARY 2024 (THE UN-REDACTED VERSION) https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-

bin/forum.cgi?read=234589 Restored Republic via a GCR as of January 4, 2024 | Operation 

Disclosure Official 

(NEED TO KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF WEDNESDAY 3 

JANUARY 2024 (THE UN-REDACTED VERSION) https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-

bin/forum.cgi?read=234548  Restored Republic via a GCR as of January 3, 2024 | Operation 

Disclosure Official 
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(NEED TO KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF TUESDAY 2 

JANUARY 2024 (THE UN-REDACTED VERSION) https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-

bin/forum.cgi?read=234498 Restored Republic via a GCR as of January 2, 2024 | Operation 

Disclosure Official 

 

(NEED TO KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF MONDAY 1 

JANUARY 2024 (THE UN-REDACTED VERSION) https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-

bin/forum.cgi?read=234456 Restored Republic via a GCR as of January 1, 2024 | Operation 

Disclosure Official 

RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR AS OF SUNDAY 31 DECEMBER 2023 

https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=234405 
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